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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box
Use
own
Box
Use

1: User3 only
the Members (self) option to have the users review their
role assignments.
2: User3 will receive a confirmation request
the Should reviewer not respond list to specify what

happens for users that are not reviewed by the reviewer within
the review period. This setting does not impact users who have
been reviewed by the reviewers manually. If the final
reviewer's decision is Deny, then the user's access will be
removed.
No change - Leave user's access unchanged
Remove access - Remove user's access
Approve access - Approve user's access
Take recommendations - Take the system's recommendation on
denying or approving the user's continued access References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-latn-ba/azure/active-directory/pr
ivileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-start-se
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Step 1: Create a block blob in a Blob storage account
First create the block blob.
Step 2: Use an Azure Resource Manager template that has a
lifecycle management policy Azure Blob storage lifecycle
management offers a rich, rule-based policy for GPv2 and Blob
storage accounts.
Step 3: Create a rule that has the rule actions of TierCool,
TierToArchive, and Delete Each rule definition includes a
filter set and an action set. The filter set limits rule
actions to a certain set of objects within a container or
objects names. The action set applies the tier or delete
actions to the filtered set of objects.
Step 4: Schedule the lifecycle management policy to run.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An integration user makes a successful login() call via the
SOAP API.
What can be used in the SOAP header to provide server
authorization for subsequent API requests?
A. OAuth access token
B. Named Credentials
C. Security token
D. Session ID
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company wants to install EMC NetWorker server software in
their Microsoft Windows environment with SAN-attached disk and
DAS. Where is the required software installed?
A. C:\Program Files (X)86)
B. Separate volume from the O/S
C. Proxy host on the SAN
D. C:\Program Files\Legato
Answer: B
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